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Witnesses reveal

THE DAY E.T.
BOARDED
THE SPACE
SHUTTLE
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FORMER NASA employee
has just revealed that he witnessed two American astronauts meeting an extraterrestrial
during a Space Shuttle mission.
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Space Craft Operator Clark McClelland
worked for the space agency from 1958 to
1992, assisting with the Mercury, Gemini,
Apollo, Apollo-Soyuz, Skylab and Deep Space
Missions, as well as overseeing launches of
the space shuttle and the International Space
Station programs.
McClelland recently revealed an encounter
he witnessed on 27-inch video monitors while
manning the Kennedy Space Center Launch
Control Center (LCC).
A strange, triangular craft surrounded by a
hazy field hovered behind the open bay doors
of the space shuttle while an alien being interacted with two NASA astronauts.
“It was a tall creature, about 8 to 9 feet tall,”
reveals McClelland, who unveiled an artist’s conception
Apollo astronaut
of the meeting on his Web
Edgar Mitchell,
site, www.stargate-chronithe sixth man to
cles.com.
walk on the moon, has pubtheir shuttle, the alien ap“It had a humanoid body
licly declared that the governpeared to be moving freely
shape with two arms, two
ment is covering up the truth
and had no oxygen tanks.
hands, two legs, two feet, a
about UFOs.
“The color of its skin I
slim torso and a normal size
could not determine,” Mchead for its size.
“The helmet was not as large as our two Clellan recalls. “It appeared to have two what
NASA Astronauts, and had a viewport to look appeared to be eyes, but it was not detailed
enough for any other comments.”
forward.”
The NASA veteran later heard from a friend
McClellan couldn’t hear any communication
between the astronauts and the humanoid. He who, during a different mission, observed
says the creature had a small device that could an 8- to 9-foot-tall extraterrestrial inside the
have been a kind of communicator attached space shuttle crew compartment.
Both missions were sponsored by the Deto the side of its helmet, but also waved its
partment of Defense and given top secret
arms around as if giving instructions.
Although our astronauts were tethered to classification.

ARTIST’S conception
of the alien encounter
that was witnessed by
Space Craft Operator
Clark McClelland (inset)
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UFO researchers say McClellan’s story fits
in with other information the government tried
to keep secret.
British hacker Gary McKinnon broke into
government computers and found Pentagon
and NASA files that listed “non-terrestrial officers” involved in “fleet-to-fleet transfers.”
Ufologists point out that McClellan comes
from an unimpeachable background as a
space scientist, and his account is consistent
with what we already know about secret government projects involving UFOs.
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